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          elcome to ‘Chewing the fat’ - a series of
chats between our GM, Jon, and some of
our lovely regulars. Stay tuned each month
as we talk about the best time of year at the
Ram,  what food to try from our menu, and
just about everything and anything else -
you know, the usual kind of chats you’d
expect to have over the bar at your local.

This month, we chatted to Sally, a regular
at the Ram for nearly 20 years, as well as
Jason and Carmel...

What does the Chelsea Ram mean to you?

Jason - “Oh, hub of the community. It's just
full of locals. The old, the young, everybody
gets together. Everybody knows everybody
else. It's it's great for them, and it's good for
new people coming in as well, seeing that...”

Carmel - “The Chelsea Ram is like my
second lounge room, so it's a sense of
homeliness, community.  

What’s your favourite time of the year at
the Ram?

Sally - “Christmas! Absolutely. It's the
biggest party season.”

Jason - “Oh, I like summer. So everybody's
standing outside and enjoying themselves
in the warm, but also Christmas time.
They're the two for me. 

What song are you most likely to request
on Secret DJ? 

Sally - “Oh, Sweet Caroline. It's my song.”

Carmel - “Oh, that's a good one. Anything
by Queen.”

Jason - “Oh good heavens. I do have a few
favorites.... Melancholy Hill by the
Gorillas.” 

What’s your ‘go-to’ drink?

Carmel - “Half Peroni or the espresso
martini, late at night.”

Sally - “G&T, but I stick to Peroni most of
the time.”

Who did you get in the Ram UEFA EURO
2024™ sweepstake?

Jason - Slovenia
Carmel - Romania 
Sally- England! 
________
Watch the chats here... 

And stay tuned for more interviews, or
lets us know if you’ve got something to
say! 
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